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FEEFACS

With what p«xiod or periods of tiaa is the historian conceined? In

how ffluch of that period or periods of tljM is the histoiian interested?

llhat is the function of the historUn to be once he has decided vopon his

period of concern and those aspects of that period in which he is interested?

The answers to these questions have laiig been a topic of debate. Even

tod^, they aie far from settled issues. Historiographers have, hotfever,

attempted to give answers to these questions, and historians answer thflU

iii?)licitly or explicitly evejy tine they write a book which they call

"histozy."

This work will study the answers which a particular grot?) of English

philosophers of history give to these three questions. These five philoso-

phers of history are all members of what can loosely be called the "Colla ng-

wood School." The five men are Robin Collingwood, Herbert Butterfield,

William Walsh, Patrick Gardiner, and William Dray. These five writers are

associated either as students, as teachers, or as influanoers of each other.

In different ways, these men address themaelTes to the three questions

poaed at the beginning of this preface, and it is the thesis of this work

that they answer these questions by holding that history is oriented toward

the past, the thoughts and events of which are all cttioeivably i^)ortant,

and subjects of concern to the historian, who, after attuning this past,

explains what happened therein in a manner that is intelligible to his con-

temporaries.

ii



The plan of this thesis is as follows} First, the notions vhioh eash

author presents in his voxk are discussed. Then, the pertizMoit inrplieations

vhieh are contained in these notions are aade explicit* Cos^risons aioong

the writers will be loade as the thesis is developed.

Hi
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CHAPTER I

ROBIN COLUKQWOOD

Golllngvood*s Qenaral Doflnitlon of Hlstozy

Robin Q«orge Collingwood, "founder" of tbR Infoimal school vhloh

bears his name, vas the possessor of a versatile phllosophloal nind. A

student and teaeher at OscTord, Colllnguood was a Fellow of FembzolEe Col-

lege. In 193^) be beaaae Va^uflete Professor of MetaptaQrsioal Philosophy.

His classic \rork, The Idea of History ^ contains the exposition of his most

salient ideas about what histozy is and what the historian does. It also

outlines maoisr of the problems genoane to this thesis, and influences maoy

of the solutions to these problems xjhieh others of his school v/ould give.

Historical thinking, for Collingwood, stands alone. It is unlike

mathematioal thinking, theological thinking, or scientific thiski:3g. It is

unlike these because it is stilted to perfozm a task for nhich these other

fozms of thinking are unsulted.

2
Historical thinking is concerned with the past. The past is a time

3
before now. The type of thinking which is able to apprehend such a tint

and the events which presumably transpired then is distinctive.

1
Patrick Gardiner, Theories of History (Glencoej The Free Press, 1959),

]|. 249.

2
Robin Collingwood, The Idea of History (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1946),

p. 2*

M^'f P» 5. ^Ibld .
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Tb« knovledge gained hy historical thinking is similarly distinctive, as

distinetiye as the subject matter of the past.^

CoUingtfood suggests that histozy is "a kind of research or inquiiy."

The object upon vhich this research or inquiry is brought to bear is the

"actions of hvman beings that have been done in the past,"' Histozy, or

o
the special type of research or inquizy, proceeds by "intezpreting evidence"]"

9
its purpose is "for htooan self-knowledge." Its value "is that it teaches

us what loan has done and thus what man is*"

According to Collingwood, merely because a tale is told about events

which happened prior to the present does not qualify that tale as history*

As an ssoMpIe, he reviews certain Sutaerlan inscriptions which impute the ac-

tions of men to the whims and wills of gods. In quick strokes, Collingwood

points out that bMKUse these tales do not stem from research, because they

are not concerned with human actions, beeanse they do not interpret evi-

dence, and because their purpose is not hvanan self-knowledge, these stories

are not history; indeed, if this is all the Siaaerlans knew about the past,

or if this is the only way in which they handled the past, then for them,

11
history did not escist.

As CoUlnguood continues to dwell on these stories and myths which

igp«ak of a time which is not present but which do not neoessatily merit the

title "history" for doing so, he gives a title to his definition of history.

^^li^k^, p. 7. ^Biid., p. 9* '^M^ ^Mi', pp. 9-10. ^Md., p* lo*

^°IMd. "ittW., pp. 10-12.



and to those histories vhleh also meet his criteria. That title is "sei-

12
•ntific histoiy," and it is to be contrasted with "theocratic histoxy,"

and with "nyth," and other "quaai-histories" with which nam have sought to

relate incidents not 1rnefl1 ately present.''-^

Collingtfood suggests that the "research or Inquixsr" vhioh is history

is brought to bear on the "actions of hiBBan beings that have been done in

the past." The word "actions" has a special definition for Collingtfood.

For Collingtfood, "actions of human beings that have been done in the past"

refer otdy to rationaUy-ootivated, thought-oai;i3ed actions* It is only in

the rational motivations for huoan deeds that the historian is interested.

As Collingtfood says, "it is ziot kaovlng what people did but understanding

what thay thought that is the proper definition of the historian's task."^

The historian is not int*i«8t«d in natural events, such as the developcaent

of a DOtmtain range; he is only conoezsied with thought-<motivated htsaan

15
action. "^

The historian expresses his ooncexn with the thought-caused action of

the past by re-enacting that thought in his own loind.''^ Be thinks thoughts

vhieh hove been thought in the past. Because the saMi thought or thoughts

•an be re-enacted at vlll, perhaps centuries after the first oocvurrenoe,

17
Collingtfood considers that thoughts are eternal.

It is through the etezniality of thought that the past lives on into

the present. Natural beings die, to be replaced at a later date lay other

^£2i^., pp. U-15. ^^aifl» "^ISzid., p. 115. •'•^Ibid.

^^MA*, p. 215. ^"^Ibid.
J pp. 217-218.



natuzel bttlogs; but thoughts oan be re^-thought, and the past oaa, in this

18
»r, live into ths pxesant.

One aspect of the re-euactoeat of the thought-caused actions of humans

in the past Is the use of "historical imagination." Collingwood asserts

that it is essential for the historian to utilize his Imagination because

the evidenoe which ths historian finds is never ooe^xLete. The historian

Bust construct a picture of what must have happ«Md based on incomplete

evidence. Collingwood uses the ecsanple of a man who sees a ship in one po-

sition on the water, looks ova^ for a vhile, and then sees it in another

19
position. Qs imagines that it sailed from one point to the other. Be

did not, however, actuoUl^ see it sail from one point to the other, nor

does he have aqy evidence that it did. All he can do is imagine that it

ust have sailed from point to point.

Historical imagination is used not only in constructing a stoiy of

vhat must have been, but also as a tool in the evaluation of the evidence

which is discovered or presented. Using our Imagination, we disMzn what

could possibly have happenedj and what could not possibly hasre happenedj

}AaA statements are credible, and which are not; what is to be believed,

and wiiat eaonot be belierad^ and is unbelievable, one could ssy, "even I7

20
the wildest stretch of the imagination."

In the use of imagination, the historian resembles the novelist, with

important differences. Both the historian and the novelist attempt to

•'•

^IbJ^d.
f p. 225. ^^Ibid.

f pp. 240-2a. ^°Ibid.
^ p. 2^5.
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ionetruet a stoiy which is coherentj but the stoiy constructed by tb* his-

torian must be a etciy which is true, and the anrents (and prestanably the

thoughtn) described must be thoughts and events which really occurred, and

21
tdd as th^ really happened. Also, unlike the noTelist, the historian's

picture must "be localised in space and tijne"j it "must be consistent with

itself"; and it Kust be a stoxy which "stands in a peculiar relation to

22
ffiMthing called evidence," Colllngwood points out that eveiytliing la

potential evidence if we cotoe to it with the right questi(m, seeking frexa

it the light kind of infoiaation, asking the right questions about the

23
tho\3ghts behind it,

OObUiagtfood Bakes a distinction between the "scissors-and-paste" his-

torian and the scientific historian. The "scissors-and-^)aste" historian

amks to taka the testlnos^ of past historians, eyewltaiesses, and other

authorities, and cutting out the reports and teetiaonles which he needs,

pastes them together to foiQ what he beUeves is a cot^ete stoxy of tl^

incident op tlii»-period he is studying or writing about. The sdentifie

historian, on the other hand, uses the stateoents not as portions of a stoxy

which he plans to relate, but as evidence which can be used to tell a stojy,'^

The statesaents are not finished building blocks, but rather they are evi-

dence to which various questions can be put, such as, "why did so-and-so

Bake this statanent?" "What was he thinking about ximx he said this?"^^

^Ibid.
f pp. 245-2^6. ^'ijs^,, p. 246. ^^Ibid. . p. 247.

^^Ibid.j p. 275. ^^iMdM pp. 278-282.

I
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Is^ioations of Colllngtirood* s Id»as

CoLUagKOOd's oxUataticm is clearly tcward the past. Th0 basis for

his olalffi that hlstozy is an autonooous brenoh of knowledge is that it

studies a distinctive subject matter, a subject matter whose distinctive-

ma» derives partiall;^ from the fact that it has occurred in the past.

Hhile oriented toward the past, however, he does not consider all of

the past to be of equal is^rtance. The histozlan is to be concexned only

with the thought-caused actions of human beings of tbs past* Indeed, to

know the zational motivation for an action is to understand an aetioai} to

describe inerel;y- the outward aspects of a htman action is to understand no->

thing.

The historian, therefore, esq^lains, aooording to Collingwood, by re->

(treating thought. To relate a series of incidents or to describe a nianber

of faippendLngs does not oiDDstitute explanatiisi. Full and real understanding

of a human action of the past, the subject aatter of histozy, is gained only

bgr re-thinking the thought which caused it. Furthemore, rational thou^t

of the presttit can substitute for a lacima of evidence for rational thought

of the past. The historian can use his Imagination to construct a reason-

aUe eoplanatioQ of the past, using incaaplete evidence aa a ftanvozk*



CHAPTER II

HERBEatr BUTTEHFIELD

Criticism of the Whig Historian

Bflxbert Buttexfidld, Professor of Modazn Histoxy in th» Univorsity

o£ GaMbzidge, is the cmly one of the five authors studied in this voxk who

is not eonneoted with Oxford* Beoaiise of his notions, however, he is

•lassified as a aaaiber of the "Collingvood School*"

Aoeording to Butterfield, in his Tha TJhi^ Tnt^m-Kitj^».i«,^ af H4«|^^^

there is a prevaLant oethod of writing histoxy which, he claims is best l^i-

fied I9- the "whig historLajas*" Though largely unnamed, these historians

were wcmt to see certain aaiMMrts of the past as clear predecessozs and causers

of erects and institutions and fortxmate and unfortunate circumstances of

the present.^

Typically, the aethod works as followst Let us assuoe that the whig

historian were living in the United States in the twentieth centuxy. As a

true whig historian, he would be interested in the causes of those institur-

tions and concepts of which he was opposed. He would also see histoxy as

being pngnNMdv*, that is, iji^roving "in evexy way every day."^

Beiiig in favor, say, of a strong federal goveznment as opposed to

gaeeater rights for the individual states, he would be able to trace the

teroes" and the "villains" of the past who, through their labors or machina-

tions, as the ease taa^ be, were the ones who brought the favored cono^pt

^eiterb Butterfield, The Whig Interpretation of Hiato-nr (H« Yorkt
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), p. 16.

^aaifl., p. 3.
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into being, or tba ones who attagaptvd to oppos* it* Tha favored coneept

has a perfectly elear line of descent , and pexfeetlj clear sponsors and

opposers. One can tell with vhoia it originated, and escactl^y who are tbe

personalities of the past to be congxatulated or «>ndeBmed for their handl-

ing of it* Idnooln, for tacmpln, voiiLd be an obvious "hero," while Jeffer-

son Davis would be an obvious "villain."

Also, two assumptions are made bgr the whig historLaa* The first would

be that the ecnoept of a strong fedexuL govexnawnt, in this ease, was seem

in eocaotV the saoe vsQr b^ Lincoln and Davis as he, the historian, sees it

todosr* That is, T.i ncol.n and Davis stzxictiured the iopojrtance of a strong

federal govexnoant in the same Banner as the oodezn-dajr histoxlan bie^ struc-

ture it* The attitudes which the^ took toward the situation, and ths actions

vhieh theor took were a function of the fact that thd^ did structure it in

the saae w^^ as nen would do so todgy*

The second assus^tion made l^ the whig historian is that Lincoln and

Sevis, for esca&^e, in tbsir views of the lisportanoe of fedex^l goveznnte&tal

power, and in the actions which they took on the basis of their views of

this power, were ootivated by their desire to "play for poster!^.** That

is, the power of the federal goveznottnt in relation to the state govexit-

ments todEQr are such as they are because Lincoln was the winner in his strug-

gle with Davis, and Lincoln planned the situation which eocists today. The

situation that exists today is exactly as he wanted it} a f«w modifications

here and there, but substantially the sane* A corollaiy of this a88tiq>tion

is that Davis, had he Imown about today's situation would have specifically
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opposed it, and that because he lost, he might as well never have lived,

fkOft an historical point of viev, because the situation vhieh he wanted

for the future did not oooe about. If ve, then, have a desirable bolanoe

betweui federal goivxBBental power and states* pouer, Lincoln is a man to

thank and praise, as are all others who similarly wanted the same strong

federal govenaaant and wortoed for it.

It is %iith this view, vbXdh. construes the past as a conscious anti-

3
elpation of the future in vejy specific ways, that Buttezfield takes issue*

For ButterTield, the past is a far« far too ccwpliBC affair to tmravel in

sodh a neat, svirsi«al manner.

Butterfield claims that thi historian oust start off with an assissi;^

tion far different frtffli those of the whig historians. The historian must

asevne that he is able to know minds vblch were tnllke his oun, minds whioh

had entix«l7 different outlooks and values than those which his mind pos-

^sses*

In fact, the historian must not only asstMi that the minds of the past

differed from his oun, but he must realize that his main task is to seek

out and eaqplaJLn the diffex<enoes. As Butterfield puts iti "...the chief aim

of the historian is the elujcidation of the tmlikenesses between past and

present and his chief function is to act in this way as the invdlator b»-

5
othKr gnaerations and our own."

^Ib^d. . pp. LU12. ^Ibid.
f p. 9. ^Ibid. ^ p. 10.
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Ths histozlaa oaonot ataod in th* rantagu point of tb» prvsent, and

look baok at the past and sae it as sooe sort of tine period x^hose whole

function was to prepare for our present. Rather, he must enter the past,

see it with its own ^yes, nafce it his present, and bring that sense of vmder-

standing to the rest of us. The past is a tine with its own integrity, its

own oeaning, and within its own conte^ it stands alone. Its laeaning dOM

x»t derive frtaa its cooparison with our tinej its laeanlng is independent.

The actions, say, of Lincoln must be se«m within the conteKt of his own

tiaes, ratbBr than froia the contaoct of out own tioss.

The \6Dlg historian is aceustoned to seeing aspects of the past, and

characters of the past as the caiises of the institutions and concepts of the

present. ButterCield, hoxjever, claims that all we can say as far as the re-

lation between past and present is oonoexned is that all of the past pro-

duoed all of the present. The past is far too otxaplex. to be able to isolate

7
one specific eanae of a eontco^^oraiy institution or concept.

Butterfield on "The Historical Prooess"

If we cannot tirace specific causes of speeific events, how then are we

to conceive of the relationship between the past and the present if we wish

to say something more speeific than merely all of the past produced all of

the present? What else can be said about the relationship between the past

and the pzeaent?

jQaii., p. 16. ^;ibld.
f pp. 19-20.
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In answer to these questions, Butterfield speaks of the "historical

process." The historical process is eveiything that happened in the past,

and it caused ev^iything that tje know today. This historical process con-

eists both of what was planned, and what was not plannedj of the intention

of people aiMl gjBOips, as \irell as of the frustrations of the saiae people and

groups*

Iiet us, for an eocan^e, xetton to the develojanent of the power of tht

fiederol gorroirjnent over the power of the individual states. The whig his-

torian al^t see Lincoln as the "hero" of the present situation, and Jeffep-

bob Davis as the "villain", as the one who i^anted to frustrate Lincoln's !»•

tentions, but whose failure allowed Lincoln's int«itions to succeed, and

wlio, in view of the end result, is irrelevant froa an historical point of

view.

According to Dutterfield^s notion of the historical process, however,

it is not easy to pick out "heroes" and "villains" from the past, if indeed,

Dtm can do it at all* fieoanse as far as &attezfield is concezned, the ac-

tions of heroes are ccsiditioned b7 the actions of villains, as eveay event

and action of the past is conditioned bjr all of the other events and actions.

The United States tod£^, and its concept of federal power versus states

pomr ia indeed the result of the actions and decisions of Abrahaa Lincoln|

but Lincoln did not act in a vacmm. He z*aeted to actions and decisions of

Jefferson Davis, Stonewall Jackson, and countless other historical figures.

i^iii., pp. 34'-63> passiB.
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North and South. In faet, the statua of f^dtxal powr today is as lauah

a l«^uQr l«ft tgr Sanls as l^r Lincoln,

Or, v« might taJto anothtr «saiiqpl** The nnitAcl States Constitution is

tb» i«suLt of not tb» individual will of one or two sen, but of the sucoesses

«Qd failures of a large number of oan vho tried to get their way or prevent

others fxt«i getting theirs. George III, British generals, southem slave-

holders, northem lawyers, and properties New asgJLttiders all played their

part in its developjaBut. Surely, not all of tiben did so consciousOy, or were

even alive \630n. it was written, but to deny toe role of any of these groins

or individuals would be to give a false picture of the tevelopnent of this

dDttOMmt. All of them played their part, and for Butterfield, the question

of who were the Iwroes, and who weze the villains axe meaningless ones. The

histoxLsn's interest is in the net effect of aU of the interrelationships

between and armg the ocwntless ntaaber of parties and individuals involved.

Butterfield on '•Histoiy and Judaeents of Value"

Butteifield issues another caution to the historian, based vipon a cri-

ticism of the whig historian. It is not possible to show the value of angr

certain action, he olaiaa, on a long-teim basis. That is, one cannot say

that because a king of EnsLand did suoh-and-sueh in the 13th owituiy that

20th oentuiy Britons are thereby beneficiaries. It is only possible to

9
show veiy short-tem benefits wMeh a certain act may hanre had. This is

an erteneion of his idea that the past as a whole consists of a historical

9
Ibid, f pp. 75-76.
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proMss vMoh has prodMWd the present, a past in which an innt8Miz«bI«

Mwuat of aotions aud interaotions vant in to produoiug oxm oodsnsi. insti-

tution or eonoapt.

The historian, howavar, though hopafully aouraia of tha incredible

•C«9)l«xitiy- of tha past, is still obliged to ksov all that he can about it.

Indeed, because the oooplexi-^ of the past does cause the pxesoat, and be-

eauae even events in the past can onljr be understood if we understand all

of the OQi!^lesc sub-events, the only way the hlstoxlan can EuJoe acorthing

olear is to provide as svuch detail as possible. It is the task of the his-

torian, in fact, to get at the concrete, the aocidantal, for in this vagr

10
OQly can events be eoqplainad.

If, for msafil9, the historian wex« offering an eoplanation of the

Fzeneh Bsvdution, and the listener did not undnstaoBA tte eoplanation, the

historian would be called upon to provicto greater detail. In tdw VDXds of

Butterfieldt "He /^ histori£Ua7 explains the French Bsvolution by dis-

ooverlng eocaotly what it was that occurred; and if at asy point ve need fu]>-

ther elucidation all that he can do is to take us into greater detail, and

11
aatai us see in still sraxe definite concreteoess what realljr did take place.

"^

Butterfield on "The Art of the Historian*

Qaoe the historian has gaxneied all of the et^anatozy detail, however,

he nnst relate it to his readers. Butterfisld ss^e he cannot iserelj put

dMBi all of tto details on paper and e:q}eot thegr will sonehow iqpeek for th«»>

selves.

10
^SM*, p. 69. •'-^ibid., p. 72. ^SM», P» 91.
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On th0 contrajy, the historian utilises scansthing of his oun p«r30-

aality in th» oanying of these details of the paat into his own genera-

tion, "i^ iioaginative fffWipaXtff he Hakes the jjast intelligible to the pre-

sent. He translates its conditioning ciix5unintan<»s into tenas which we

today can understand. It is in this sense that histoay must always be writ-

ten fiom the point of view of the pjfeaent. It is in this sense that eveiy

. -13
age will hanre to write its histoiy over again."

In other words, the historian of the present century steps back into

past centuries, and aalces the past his present by seeing it with synfiathetic

4^8, by realizing that it has an integrl^ and a value all of its own. Hi

than brings back the past into which he has stepped, and in tenns which «•

his eQntaB5»raries can understand, he tells ua about it.

If histoiy consists of each and eveay detail of the past acting on

each and every other detail, no book could be big enough to contain tfaM*

aloDst-infinite number of details. So, the historian has to leave out

of the details end still bring us the stoiy. It is, says Buttexfield,

of his "priioaiy problems"? iiow is he to know which one of the indispensible

details to leave out?

Buttexfield svsggests that the historian boirrow a technique of the

world of art. It will be recalled that late 19th centuay France saw the

develpjsaent of a school of painters called the lapressionista. These a»»-

tists depicted scenes and figures ty sxjggesting thwa, instead of actually

^^Ibid. . p. 92. "^l^id-, PP« 101/-102.
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dxaving thai out in all of their fullness. Their paintings suggested,

vather than portre;^, an entire seene. Th^ painted with splashes of

oolor, and hints of the whole, without, they said, really distorting what

tie see viien ve look at the actual scwne ourselves.

It is this t^^ of technique which fiuttexfield muggftsta that tlw

historian borrow. It is manifestly inpossible to give evexy detail of the

past; on the other hand, the oore detail, the better the historical writing.

Fa«ed with this diltnma, the historian ouBt resort to the technique of tte

iiapresslonist painter. He suggests enough of the detail of the past to

15
glTe a picture which, while not coc^ete, is not distorted.

ButterTield on "Iforal Judgnent in Histozsr"

The historian is charged with the task of seeking out and describing

the events and interconnections between these events of the past. What is

his reaction to be when he disagrees with the actives of the characters

be is describing, or with the actions and deeds which they pexfozsoed? How

ought it or hotf does it affect his work?

Buttexfield holds that if the historian is really doing his job, aoxol

Judgnents will not enter into his woik. He will do his job of discovering

detail without censure and without absolute praise or blaioB.

a Buttexfield sayst "His /^ historian'jg7 aaterials and his pzo-

ceeeesy and all his s^aratus eslst to enable him todiow how a given event

""^lijili., p. 103.
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came to take place. Who is he to Jump out of this true office and mereJgr

16
annotmce to us that It ought nerver to have happened at all?"

This idea flows from Butterfield* s aversion to the kind of historical

technique used fcy whig historians. Th^ were wont to praise and blame

eharaoters in the past, men who, in their opinion, either stood in the wa^

of progress or fosterea progress. Butterfield's notions about what is pro-

per for the historian's account excludes apy valtie jud^nents. All that

was, was, and that's all there was to it. The historian's Judgynent about

something be3Lng desirable or undesirable is irrelevant.

la^lications of the Notions of Butterfield's Whig^ iiterpretatioa

It is clear that Butterfield, as Collingwood, holds that the proper

area of concera for the historian is the past. Butterfield insists t?)on

the idea that the historian must concentrate upon the past, and sets the

past 15) as an entity of its own, with values and contexts of its own.

The past stands in a relationship which is independent of the present, as

far as the historian is concerned, and is emphatically not subservient to

the present, nor meztily a fortunate prelude to our time. The historian

only happens to live in the present, and tells his stoiy to thd present, but

is concerned with the past and its values.

Unlike Collingwood, who was primarily interested in only the atntal

aspects of the past, Butterfield plainly e:iq}lains that he is interested in

•vezy single detail of the past*

•^^Ibid.
, p. 120.
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This is s««n in his insistence vpaa the historical pzooess, in his

iiisistenoe that the entire past caused the entire present. Eveiy event in

the past conditioned eveiy other event} eveiy detail is important. We must

kiaov vhich aims vere frustrated, as veil as vhich succeeded; there axe no

"heroes" and no "villains," evezTthing Just vas, and the historian* s taisk

is to find out exactly vhat vas. Detail is eveiything, and if a more pro-

found e:qxLanation is desired hgr the historian's reader or listener, then

nore facts and details idU bsnre to be provided* Judgments about the moral-

ity or value of a certain event or person are out of place; the historian

is only to disoexn and describe.

If the historian is interested in the past, and in every detail of the

past, vhat is his role as the relator of all of the^ details?

Butterfield daims that the historian interprets tbs past to his own

generation, enqiJalnIng the differenoes of the past to the present. The his-

torian looks not for the similarities, so that be ean 8«y to his contes^or^

axles, "See hov like us were these people vho lived so long ago) see hov

they vere in favor of the seme things vhich ve favor; see hov thfq7 sav things

in exactly the MMi ifaQr." On the contrary, the historian is ohars»d vith

eoq)lainlng to his generation hov different vas the past and its pe<^es vith

explaining the difference in outlook betveen people of the past and people

of the present; and vith the ta^ of giving his auditors the reasons vhy, so

that they too can understand the differenoe, and note the ehange.

The manner in vhich the historian tells vhat he has discerned about

the past is nazkedly different from the ttanner suggested by Collingvood.
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Colllngtfood states that when the historian is relating to his contesporaries

what he has disoexsied from the past, be must use his imagination to fill in

the gaps in the details avaUahle. Butterfield, however, states the his~

torian must decide vhich of the details he has leaxned can be omitted fxom

his stoiy, so that his listeners can hear an undistorfced (yet not completely

accurate ) but sin^ified, sto^r* Because the historian is charged with ob-

taining as Mugr detaile as possible, and because the most accurate histozl-

eal version will be the one with all of the details, the historian must de-

cide just how ixiaecurate he can become and still tell an undistorted stoiyf

for to sender all of the details would be in^ossible. Both Butterfield and

Collingwood are Interested in the same end product! A coherent, undistorted,

accurate rendition of the past which in some manner takes all of the details,

BMital and pS^^ical, into aeoountj yet each suggests going about it in a

different manner.

Butterfield' s jfaft QB ^j.g f^%

Pour years after the American publication of his woik Tbp Whig intai>.

pietation of History . Herbert Butterfield pviblished a woifc entitled Jfeajffl

^g ^aat . This book is mainly an exploration of the histozy of historio-

graphy aod historical methods.

Farbs of Butterfield* s discussion in this work are not applicable to

the topics under consideration in this paper, but others are gemane not

only because they speak to sooe of the topics of our own discussion, but
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also b»eaiis« of their relationship to those things about which ButterCield

spoke in The Whig Intemratation of History.

For Butterfield, hdstorlography can broadly be defined as tbs stia^

of the naxmer in vhieh nen vrote histoiy in the past, as well &s the vajfa

in which th«y aw doing so today.

What value, howwror, is this study to the historian, to the practic-

ing writing historian who wishes to study not his own laethod, but events

and happenings which have gone on in the past?

Butterfield answers that the practicing historian can often write the

history of a certain subject best, if he writes it as a history of the hi&-

toriogn^djy of that subject. He gives as an encaji^e the Freoch Revolution."^

In other words, if the historian were to take all of the versions of

the French Revolution which have been written, and studies the approaches

used by various historians in writing about that event, he night ;«11 be able

to write a good history of the event itself.

Th» first objection that coBjes to nind imaediately is that of Colllng-

wood^s objection to "scissors-and-paste" history, which was noted earlier in

this work, Collingwood objects to vrriting a history of a particular event

aerely by sitting down and piecing together the works of previous historians

who also dealt with the topic.

Tierbert Butterfield, Man on His Pa^t (Cambridge: The University Press,
1955), p. a;. ' »
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But this is not what Buttoifleld is suggesting. He is saying thajb

\3;f noting vhat treatntent a particular incident received in the past, one

could note what parts of the incident were of interest to certain historians,

when and wheze interests shifted, when and where certain texminologies arose,

whan and where certain personalities received different treatnemt, and so on*

Qy noting these changes in wi^jhasis, and vaiying treatments, the historian

mi^t well obtain a new insight into a toatter which pexhaps h» had only seen

from the perspective of his own generation, and his own time.

This thinking is, of course, in line with Butteifield's admonition in

1[he Whig Historian that the historian must see the past as a time period with

its own integrity, and not laerely as a forerunner to his own tiioe. Seeing a

part of the past as a nianber of other historians of the past saw it, might

w^ll assist the contec^joraiy historian to break out of his "present-centered"

shell.

Butteifield also points out that the histojy of historiography can be

valuable in allowing us to see that certain titles which we have given to

periods of time in the past do not necessarily refer to real entities merely

because we hanre become aeeustGCvsd to using thmn*

For etsaa^xLe, says Butterfield, the Henaissanee was not an objective

2
entity J rather, it is only a concept which has developed over the years.

That is to say, the men who lived during the time period covered by the teijn

"Benaissance," did not necessarily say, "We are living during the Henaissanee."

"^Ibid.
f p. 136.
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XbiQr wrt not avare that "The Benaissance" b«gan at a certain date, nor

v*xe th«7 auare of Its tndlng on a certain date.

But from our vantage point, we may be deluded, having heard the teim

so frequently, into believing that there really was an objective witity

called "The Benaissance, " an entity which began at a certain date, ended

at a certain date, and of which those living between those dates were fully

and coopletaly owaie. Having this delusion, we m^ study the past \d.th

concepts which are foreign and unnatural to it.

One of the best ways to correct these delusions, or to rid ourselves

of the notion that a certain concept is somehow a "real" entity, is to

study the history of the historical treatment i^ch a certain time period

of the past was received by historians. When we, for exasiple, study tba

trea1»»nt vMch that period we call "The Benaissance" received prior to its

being called "The Benaissance," ve nay see the artificialiV of such titles,

M^ Butterfield. Of couj:«e, it would eeea that Butterfield is not opposed

to the use of such concepts, when and if they are useful organizing princi-

ples, or can shad light on the past, but the historian should not lose

sight of tb» fact that th^ are ;just principles,

An «xaaple of the value of the histozy of historiography to the his-

torian is in a sttu^ of the studies made l^ historians on the origins of

the Seven lears' Uar. In this example, Buttexfield attenpts to show hov

historians have viewed Fredezlck's notion that Pxussia was threatened in

1756, and his giving this threat as a reason for invading Saxony in that year.'
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Butteifield's naln point in this discussion is that the historians of

the past who have treated this incident, treated it in \iha.t ue now know and

see to be a fauligr manner, not because th^ were lying to us, or propagan-

dizing, necessarily, for political reasons, but because, very simply, they

did not have certain facts* A portion of the facts for the proper treat-

ment of this episode were found in the Russian archives, and until such

tine as these were open to historians, any treatment of the episode which

lacked the facts contained tbewin was bound to be faulty.^

Besides the is^^orbance of getting all of the possible facts, Buttep-

fleld indicates, as noted above, that by studying the treatment given a cer-

tain incident by historians in the past, we may be able to note certain dis-

crepancies in their accounts, certain shifts in «nphasis, and certain changes

in interpretation, which may give the contec^soraiy historian an insist into

the kinds of evidence which is still lacking, and even indicate to him that

earlier historians asff have possessed a slant on the episode in questiota

that would prove more fruitful, given more evidence, than some later his-

5
torians.

lu^jlications of the Ideas of Butterfield's Man on His Paat

We have alrea<fy seen in his other book. The Whir? Interpretation of

pistoiy j how Butterfleld feels about the past, and its relation to the pre-

sent, and how the historian relates to both. In this work, he reinforces

^*JJM*, p. 1^. ^Il2i^., p. 170«
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those notions vitJa his admonition to view tha past as past historians satf

it.

B« also advises the historian on the inportance of discerning all

possible details of the past, azkl to regaixl everything as iiqjortant, even

to the ecrtent of regarding as Ijnportant that vhioh others have said about

the past. The best example of the ia^jortance of getting all the details is

his description of hov a lack of details, hidden in the archives of a cer^

tain country, prohibited historians from giving a really accurate descrip-

tion of an event which many assumed was familiar and well-known. Facts and

details are all-ii!5>ortant for Butterfieldj they are prior to and formers of

theories and concepts, and the more of them that are obtained, -^1© more ao-

eurate will tbe historian's work be.

The asphasis in this work is clearly that historical acetira<5r on the

part of the historian has nothing to do with how far he may have been from

the event or events in questionj rather, the emphasis in this work is tqpon

the ability of the historian to let the details of the past speak to him,

rather than on his ability to dictate to th«gi.



CHAPTER III

WILLIAM H. WLSE

An Overview of VJalsh

WilliGJa Henzy ¥alsh has been, since 19^7, a Fellow and Tutor of I^ew^

1
ton College and Laotuxer In Philosopl^ In the University of Qsford. He

begins his woife, An Introduction to the Philosophy of lUstoCT. ty taking a

broad view of the philosophy of histoiy, after which he divides the siijjeot

into two main branches.

As Golllngwood, Walsh attenpts to establish the autonany and legiti-

ii»a<sy of the philosopliy of hlstoiy and its relation to other disciplines.

Walsh's validation of the whole subject of philosopiy of histoiy de-

pends i^on hie division of that topic into two main headings. He points out

that the philosophy of science tells us veiy little about the subject oatter

uhioh is of concern to the scientist, but it can tell us a great deal about

the techniques, asBuiiptions and laethods used ty the scientist in handling

his subject matter. Similarly, the philosophy of histoiy can refuse to deal

with the subject matter with which historians are concemed, can refuse to

look at that subject jaatter for "inner secrets," and yet be most helpful In

describing the techniques, assumptions and methods used by the historian.

Walsh then proceeds to denominate the two different approaches which

can be taken by a philosophy of histoiy. The type of stvu^ which examines

tte techniques, assunptiais and methods of the historian is called a "cri-

tical philosoply" of histoiy. The type of study which examines the

•^Sardiner, Tjaeories of History^ p. 295.

24.
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subject matter which the historian examines, with a view tcjwaard perceiving

a(MB "inner secret" therein, is called a "speculative philosophy" of his-

toiy.

It is with ths critical philosophy of histoiy that Walsh is mainly

eoncejsied, and it is with that notion that this section of this xrork will

be concemed, for it is under this topic that Walsh speaks to the type of

matters which relate most directly to the thesis of this woric.

Walsh than gives another oveririewj this time, he glances broadly out

over the whole field of the critical philosophy of histoiy. The overview

of this subject deals basically with the p3robl«as with which a critical

philosophy of histoiy would deal.

The critical philosophy of histoiy would have to deal, first, with

the relationship between histoiy as a foim of knowledge and other foims of

loiowledge. While it deals with past events, it doec more than merely record

thwa as they have occurred. Rather, it offers "a significant i»cord" of

past everts, a record \A)leh. shows the connection which Walsh believes to

exist between events. This is not to isssply that historians do what Posi-

tivists would have them do, that is, induce laws from the events studies

j

rather, historians, though indeed Interested in the connecticm betwaau

•vents, are still more interested in specifics than generalities.^ How the

branch of knowledge which is able to view the events in the past with an

Sfilliam H. Walsh, An Introduction to the Philosophy of Histonr
(London: Hutchinson' s University Libraiy, 1951), pp. 14-15*

^SsM't P» 16. ^jiid*, PP» 16-17.
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476 to producing from thwn a "slgnifleant" record relates to other branobes

of knowledge is then, the first of the problems which a critical philosophy

of history must study.

The second problem which a critical philosophy of hlstoxy would have

to study is the question of truth and fact in history. History has a problwa

which is not shared by other branches of knowledge. The facts of its subject

matter are not open to direct inspection, as are the facts of the subject

matters of other branches of knowledge. This poses a basic difflctalty of de-

ciding which of the statements about the past are true and which are false*

Evidence is the tool used to distinguish truth from falsehood, evidence

5
which must itself be tested for reliability and ineanlng hy the historian*

'^

A third problem of history which is suited to an investigation by a

critical philosoply of history is the problem of historical objectivity.

Walsh points out that all historians are in favor of an objective ex-

planation of the past, and all historians frown vpcm the idea that the past

should be explained from a propagandistic point of view, nonetheless, more

often than not, if a nvsnber of historians are exposed to the same set of

raw facts, more than one explanation of the meaning of these facts will

emerge. This type of situation would in all likelihood not result if a

number of biologists were exposed to the same number of uninterpreted bio-

logical facts; it is more likely that th^r would all explain them in the

an* voy*

^il2ifl», pp. 18-19.
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Because there is no standard or accepted vay of intezpretlng unint«]>-

preted hlstorloal facts, acd because a number of historians looking at the

facts are likely to coQe \xp with more tlian one intexpretation, people

6
believe that histozy is an unscientific discipline.

There appear to be three possibilities to explain this seening lack of

objectivilgr in explanation.

First, one could sagr that historians cannot be objective, that their

personal biases are so strong that they surely will intirute into their work.

Hence, any and all talk about the desirability of historical objectivity, is

just so much wishful thinking, for historians will never be objective as

7
scientists are objective.

Or, one could say that the condition of mass non-objectivity among

Mstorians is a tesiporajy affliction, that at some time in the future, given

8
more knowledge of a certain kind, historians will become objective.

Or, finally, one could say that historical objectivity is different

from scientific objectivity, and that it is possible for both the historian

and the scientist to be considered objective in their inteipretations with-

out sharing the same kind of objectivity. As the artist is objective and

9
subjective, so is the historian.

However, the relationship between histoiy and other forms of know-

ledge, the question of truth and fact in histozy and the problem of his-

torical objectivily are not the only problems which a critical philosophy

^M^', pp. 19-20. IMd., pp. 20-21. ^i^jj., p. 21,
^
Ibid .
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of histoiy migiit stvu^. There is also the coB5)lex problem of the suffi-

ciency and reputabilily of explanation in histoiy.

When the scientist attea5)ts to explain a situation, he does not look

for an answer to the larger question of "vhy»i he is, s^s Walsh, mainly

concenxed with the process of inducing general laws and gaisaing what we

Bight call an "external view." Not so with the historian. He se«ks to

place a certain event into its xdder context. He looks to see and discem

the "inner relationships" in which a particular event stands to other events

U
In the process. When he has done this, he has done what the historian

must do. The scientist, on the other hand, would be looking for a different

end result to a stu^y of an event. He would be looking for a general law

which could be epplied to other events and systems of events. Walsh does

say that the historian uses general laws as presuppositions to his woik, but

he does not make thm explicit as does the scientist, nor ai« th^ the pur-

12
pose of his woik.

These than are the four problwns which a critical philosopiy of his-

toiy would have to stu«^, and it is the resolution or the hopeful lesolii-

tions of problems such as these four that taaka a critical philosopty of his-

toay a reputable member of the philosophy family,

Walsh on "Histoiy and the Sciences"

Walsh elaborates upon the four problems contained in the critical

10 11 12 13
Itji^., p. 22, Ifei^., p. 23. Ibid.

^ p. 24-. Ibid.
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philosophy of histoiy. He starts with a prelimlnaiy characterization of

histozy, particularloT as regards the problem of directly perceiving that

which one is studying.

Walsh claiima that it will not do to s^y that histozy is distinctive

beeauee it aims at an "intelligent reconstruction of the post," while the

natural scientist, as a representative of another discipline, is interested

and concerned with, and bases his stvidies i?)on, presently-evident and

direetly-peroeivable phenomena* For, according to Walsh, the geologist as

well OB the historian is aiaing at an "intelligent reconstruction of the

1/
past." He points out that even though one can say that the historian is

oonoezned with the past, it is not true that the historian is interested in

the entire i^riod prior to the present. He is not, for exaa^le, Interested

15
in pre-ldstoric man. Hence, Walsh is not rea^y to leoognize that the dif-

ference between history and other disciplines is dube to the fact that his-

torians are concerned with the past while other typ«s of scholars are not.

But WULah is willing to admit that although the historian is not the

only scholar interested in the past, he is, indeed, interested in the past,

and in the hmaxi past at that. If he is interested in natural events, such

as earthquakes or other natural phenrasena of the past, be is only interested

16
insofar as they affected himan beings.

Granted that histoiy is a branch of knowledge which is interested in

the human past, and in the natural events vbleh. have affected the human past.
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Valsh then toucbss briefly vipoa the type of knowLadge which histoiy hopes

to derive froa its ooneexn with the post. Histoiy, says Walsh, intends to

put together a "significant" narrative of past experiences of human beings

j

17
"significant" as opposed to "plain." In other words, Ifalsh holds that

the historian must do more than merely list what happened in the past to

hvaaan beings, or merely record what it is that thi^y thought about what was

happening to them. The events and experiences listed must be connected in

some way. Ranke, says Walsh, is an exaii^le of the historian iidio tells us

18
"precisely what happened," but who nonetheless gave us only "plain" histojy.

Thus far, Walsh and Butterfield are in agxeeiaent. Butterfield, al-

though holding that evexy detail of the past was iji^ortant, admitted that

the historian did not merely record neutrally all that occurred, that the

historian was obliged to intezpret what he recorded so that It would be neaa-

ingful to those of his own generation*

Walsh also believes that there should be a "unity of plot or theme" in

19
the version of histoiy which the histoirian brings forth. Undoubtedly,

this does not mean that histoiy is to be organized around a single organiz>-

ing principle such as the primacy of economics. What is meant is that the

historian should put together a coherent stoiy, as stiggested liy Collingwood,

and an undistorted stoiy, as st;iggested by Butterfield.

Any systematically related knowledge arranged in an orderly way would

exit the title of "science," according to Walshj only, however, if we can

indue© general laws from this knowledge do we custcanarily call it science.

17 18 19
Ibid. . pp. 32-33. Ibid., p. 32. HaijJ., p. 33.
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If Me can say that "Bvreiy time x happens, one will get 7," than we have the

tijrpe of generalization which we ecspeet to get froa science. Science has

another characteristic. Becatise one can induce genesralization from its ob-

servations, we feel that we can predict what the observed phsnonena will

20
always do under certain ciretBDnstanee.

Also, if the natural scientist says "Eveiy tlBe s: hajq^ens, one will

get y," this must not be a bit of private knowledge known or divulged only

to cue partieulaur scientist. Any scientist anywhere, possessixig the same

facts, or able to observe the saoe phmnociena, must be able to reach the same

oonolusion*

If these are the characteristics of science, then, how does histoiy

measure vp against these characteristics? What is Walsh's opinion about how

closely histoiy approxinates the natural sciences in their methods and aims?

The scientific method, accoixling to Walsh, indiices general laws froa

observation of a number of specific events. Its basic interest is in tlie

ability to see a regularity in the observed events.

Kistojy, on the other hand, is far more interested in the specific,

22
individual events than in aiy generalization which may be induced frooi them.

Also, whereas scientists predict, historians are not basically interested in

doing so.

Scientists claim to be objective; do historians also claim this objec-

tivity? Walsh says that historians claim to be objective in only one way|

^^M^'f p. 36. ^Ibid. ^m^'y p. a. ^"^Ibid.
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that Is I
that the statements made t^ historians claim to be either true or

false. Historians do not claim that all historians vill see the sane set

of facts in the saiae wagr.

Given the chax-aoteristios of science set vp hgr Walsh, and the charac-

terlstics which he ascribes to histoiy, it would appear that histoiy does

not approximate the methods and aims of science. Histoiy does not, as does

science , seek to induce generalizations frcm its observations, place empha->

sis v?)on prediction, or claim that its practitioners will manifest exjDlana-

tooy objectivity.

Walsh concludes his discussion of the relationship between histoxy and

the sciences with an examination of two theories of historical thinking, the

idealist and the positlvlst.

The idealist explanation of historical knowledge is seen in Collingwood.

As we have seen when discussing Collingwood, this account of historical know-

ledge s^s that histoxy is a concrete science whose object is individual

truths, among the most l^^rtant being the thoughts which people have thought

in the past. Walsh claims that the idealist approach says that it is through

an intuitive process that we know the thoughts of those who lived in the

past*

He objects to the idealist account of historical knowledge, casting

doubt upon the intuitive nature of the approach, as he sees it, and also v^^on

the immediacy of the knowledge claimed. For example, Collingwood claims that

"^^^biiJ., p. a. ^^Ibid.
f pp. A2-U.
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It Is possible to re-think the same thoughts as Napoleon or Cassar* If

this is so, how do ve reconcile this claim with the fact that tbi historian

will soiQetiraiei:^ reach a false conclusion?

Also, says Walsh, if intuition is so reliable, wt^ does psychology-

find it necessaiy to use the nethods of natural science instead of intui-

tion?^^

The logical positivist account of historical knowledge claims that

historical procedure "does not differ in principle from that of natural

science. In each case, conclusions are reached by appeal to general truths,

the onJIy difference being that the histojrian usually does not, while the

27
scientist does, make explicit the generalizations to which he appeals."

Walsh points out that nineteenth centuiy positivists placed the pzlmazy em-

phasis \3poa the inducing of generalizations. That is, the historian would

gather together all of the facts which be could, and then, studying these

facts, would atten5)t toindiuse from them general laws with which predictions

eould be made. Modem positivists, says Walsh, like K. R, Popper, allow

the historian to place his primary eagshasis tgjon a search for facts, sacri-

ficing the wnphasis which the older positivist lased to place vipon the in-

duction of generalization. The drawback to this concession, however, is

that the historian cannot consider himself really scientific; rather, he

mvist look t^jon hijnself as somewhat of a technician or an engineer.^

Walsh objects to the positivist account of historical knowledge. He

26 2*7 28
Ibid., pp. a«i5. £2id., pp. 4.5--^6. M^., p. 4.6,
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feels that what is Involved in such an approach is an aibitraiy decision

that all brsMtee of knowledge must operate in the same manner, and than

having decided what this method of operation must be, and what rules must

be adhered to, they use this as a yardstick to measure all "existing dis-

29
oiplines*"

Walsh on "Historical Explanation"

Walah opens this section of his woik by esqjlaining and then criticiss-

Ing Collingwood»s theoay of historical writing. He reviews the salient as-

pects of Collingtfood's thovights on this matter, pointiiig out in partieular

the idea that histoxy is concerned with the thoughts of those who lived in

the past, and that the understanding of these thoughts involves a special

30
type of understanding, an understanding that is unique and inunediate.

Whereas the natural scientist can only observe and describe his observatlona

from the outside, the historian, according to Collingwood, can get "inside"

51
his subject, and know what it is like to be, say, Julius Caesar.

Walsh is prepared to accept the idealist position that the historian

"must penetrate behind the phenomena" which he studies. But be has seri-

ous doubts about the method used to penetrate behind the phenomena. The

Idealist st:tggests intuitionj the re-thinking of the past is an immediate

type of knowledge. Walsh feels that this is mucix more easiJ^r suggested

than done. He believes that if we are to i«-think a person's thoughts, we

must have "experience, flrst-or second-hand, of the v^n in which tiny

29 30 31 32
m^'f p. 47. I!2id., p. 48. -^

lijid. HaijJ., p. 57.
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33
eoflanonly i«act to tbB situations in which they find themselves." In or-

(ter to gain this l^pe of siibsidiaiy knowledge about a person more than in-

tuition is reqiiii«dj unless, that is, one believes that one can intuit this

dCMMO reaction." Because intuition is inadequate for the task of learning

the caaaon xeactioos of people, intuition as a awthod of gaining knowledge

34
of thou^t of the past is rejected.

Furti»iaioi«, holds Walsh, qjr omitting all types of huBem nantal acti-

vity \Mch is not thought, Collingwood leaves ot^.t much of the stuff of huoan

history. For histojy is concezned not onl^'- with -thought, but also with emo-

35
tlons, doliigs and experiences. One must be able to intuit these also if

one is to understand the past.

Vfalsh favors the method of eaqplanation which ha calls "colligation."

Bather than depending vipon. the explanation of the thought behind an event

to eiqjlain tlia event, as do the idealists, those vrfio hold to the notion of

dolliga'Giw believe that an event can be ojqjlainod if one traces "its intrla-

36
sic lelatioTis to other events and locating it in its historical context."

The principle behind this type of explanation is the notion that in order

to know any entity, we must Imov the relation in which it stands to all

other entitiesj the "flower in the crannied wall" idiea. The meaning of tho

Magna Carta is oniiy seen if we put it into its feudal context, and examine

the events which preceded it, succeeded it, and are analogous to it. The

^^
rqid. ^roid.

, p. 5S. ^^MM', PP* 58-59. 2M^, , p. 59.
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Revolution of 1688 and its events are msaningfuL only if we see it in its

tine and context.

Another method of historical explanation explored briefly by Walsh is

the one which proceeds by seeking out "certain dominant concepts or leading

ideas" by which to make meaningful the facts and events which the historian

way discern. These leading ideas have relations to other leading ideas, and

a "significant" narrative can bring out the meaning of both the ideas and

37
the facts.

^

What Walsh is saying is that the historian, after studying a certain

groiQ) of facts, decides that they can be grouped together and e:qplained with

a certain organizing principle. Once he has set out this organizing princi-

ple, which might be sonething as broad as, say, the French Bevolution, the

facts which he already has in hand, as well as new facts which are later

discovered, take on significance because the organizing principle allows them

to be ]>laced in such a relationship and order that their significance is

easily seen and realized.

In concluding his discussion of historical explanation, Walsh brings

out a final point. Se speaks about "histoiy and knowledge of human nature."

fie says that no matter what type of histoiy is being written, the historian

38
doing the work tmst kno\/ human nature.

He must have a knowledge of people in order to understand how the

figures about whcna he may be talking fit into humanity in general; he must

^^liM*, p. 62. ^^Ibid. , p. 65.
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har» some idea of uhat is noxmL, and uiiat is notj vhat is absurd, and uiiat

is reasonable*

Certain procedures in the writing of histoiy can be taught to thi

historian; for exaaple, ways of handling evidence, what pxioaiy and sec«ad-

aiy sources are, and other eofflaanplaoe procedures arid techniques. But in

addition to these procediires and tediniques, the historian also needs the

taaovledge of hutaan nature of iiMch Walsh i^eaks.

Walsh on "Truth and Fact in Histoiy"

This section, as Walsh points out, brings us face to face with a basic

<i^lstojaological problem: Can human beings ever really know truth or "state

39
fact precisely?" Ifelsh does not answer this question directly, but the

questicm anticipates two theories of tmth and their ^plication to histoiy.

The two theories of tiuth which Walsh discixsses are the correspondence

theozy and the coherence theozy.

According to the correspondence theozy, a statement is tine "if it

•orresponds to the facts? and conversely, if it corresponds to the facts

it is true," There are difficulties inherent in this obvious-sounding

definition. It is not always easy to aj^rehend the factsj we may be laboz^

ing under illusions at tines. Also, we, ssfirs Walsh, change facts when we

think: about thfaei.

The coherence theozy defines truth as a "relation not between state-

jMnt and fact, but between oo» statement and another. A stateiaant.,.i3

^M^f p. 72. ^^Md., p. 73. "^iijia., pp. 73-76.
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truB if it can be shovn to cohere, or fit in vith, all other statements

ve are prepared to accept."^

The objection which Walsh cites against this theoiy is that it could

43
be said to create truth, instead of discovering it.

When ejjplied to histoiy, the correspondence thsoiy has a number of

unacceptable iii;}lications.

It inplies, first of all, that the past is oon^xLetely "over and done

vlth" and that this eotqpleted past can be reconstxxicted. Those vho hold to

the coherence theory say that these tvo claims are contradictoxy. It is

said one xoust mak» a choice, but one cannot have a past that is both com-

pleteJIy finished and one that can be known*

Second, the correspondence theoiy iaplies that the historian must ao-

thy,

46

45
oept certain authorities as completely authentic and trustworthy , but his~

torians no longer "appeal to authority" to prove their points*

For Walsh, the corre^ondence theoiy of truth as applied to histozy

aeans that the statements that are made correspond to things we can see, or

originate frcm evidence about which people believe there is no doubt. He

correctly points out, however, that one must utilize Inteipretaticaa in ©>•

47
der to merely describe what looks like a "cerbaln" event.

Even if we depend \xpon memoiy to sv^jply us with the facts about which

we can make corresponding statements, we are faced with a probloa. For

oemozy involves not only remembering, but thinking about what we are

^Mi', p. 76.
^\id, f p. 79. ^^*Ibld.

, p. 81. "^^ibid.

a6 47
Ifeid*, P» 82. Ibid., pp. 81-84.
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pnutoberitig, and this distinction is easier to make in tbeozy than in prao~

tioe. In other words, aataoT^ jobs' ^ot be such a ptire provider of facts

about which corresponding statements can be made.

Walsh then turns to an examination of the coherence theoiy of truth

as applied to histozy.

The coherence theoiy described above holds that all truth is rela-

ys i

?0

A-9
tive. Knowledge as it comes to us is oaly probable , thovigh sooe of it is

laore probable than other knowledge*'

An objection to the coherence olieory of truth as applied to histoiy

is that it "leaves the whole structure of historical beliefs in the air with-

51
out any necessary connection with reality," according to Walsh. Sooething,

after all, can be coherent, but false.

Walsh does not accept the coherence theory, and sees its faults. He

olatias that sorasthing did happem in the past, that there is evidence which

refers to this past, and that this evidence is not necessarily taade vip by

52
the historian. He agrees with the correspondence theoiy "that there is an

atteiapt in histoiy, as in perception, to characterize an independeait leality."

Faced with the serious objections to both the corxespondencw theojy

and the coherence theoiy of truth as botli are applied to histo^r, Walsh of-

5A
fers a synthesis faxan the two theories.

The synthesis is based iq)on the eccperiential fact that we do view

ifiid., pp. QA^5* ^'^M^*, p. 36. ^°ij^., p. 87. ^'^M4', p. 88,

^^JQ2id., pp. 39-90. ^^aijj., p. 90. ^"Slbid.
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events as having happened in the past, happening right now, or going to

happen in the futui«. Similarly, it is an experiential fact that ve view

certain events as happening iirLtMn ourselves, and others as happening "out

there." Neither experiential fact, however, can be proven; that is, ve can

no Qore prove that there is a past than we can prove that there is an "out

there" distinct from experiences within ourselves. It is not "logically

SMSBsaxy" that there be either a "past," or an "out there"} v« merely as~

55
svne it because we think ve experience it.

This assianption, however, that there is a "past," and that there is an

"out there" as distinct from "in bare," is an assumption which Walsh believes

ve do make; and it is, according to hljn, of iassense vali». For if we combine

this assumption with the notion that our beliefs must have internal coherence,

then we possess the only "criterion of truth available to us, in histoxy as

56
in other branches of factual knowledge..." This is the ^nthesis which

Walsh makes, then, between the correspondence and coherence theories of truth.

Walsh on "Can Histoiy be Objective?"

As Walsh points out at the outset of this section of his work, the idea

of explanatoiy objectivity is most important for histoiy and historians? for

unless histoiy and historical interpretations have an objectivity whereby

there can be some sort of eoniBon agreement about the interpretations made by

57
historians, then histoiy cannot call itself a "genuine science." If

^^Ibid.
f p. 91. ^ Ibid . ^ p. 93. ^'^M^»» P. 97.
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"anything goes," and any inteipretation is as good as any other inteipretar

tion, then historical study does not stand on a fizm basis.

As a matter of practice, says Walsh, historians do see their voik as

something other than propaganda. That is, historians hold that vh&t they

say is "zealjy so," and not merely said because they like the sound of it*

They do admit, however, that historical loriLting and reseai«h has a subjective

element to it, a subjective element which some historians consider essential,

rather than undesirable. Their reason for believing this is their recogni-

58
tion that the historian must have some point of view* lilhen this awareness

is joined with the awareness that histoiy is necessarily selective, in that

only a portion of the past is written about, and only some of the facts are

ec5)hasized, and that it is the historian who decides what portions and facts

to select, then the view that subjectivity is essential to histoiy is rei&>

59
forced.

Various factors create subjectivity in historical writing. An obvious

factor is the personal bias of the historian doing the work. Or, one can

find that a grov?) prejudice is operative and finds its way into the woiic con-

cerned. Sojnetijnes, conflicting theories of historical interpretation will

cause one piece of historical study to differ radically froa another piece

of historical study on the same general problem. FinaUjr, the moral and

metaphysical presi^jpositions which the historian brings to his stuc^ of hu-

man beings of the past can and usually will affect the writing being done.

^mi'» pp. 97-99. ^^Ibid. , p. 99.
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This last factor is difficult, if not impossible, to reiaove froa an his-

toric point of viev, and those \iho believe that no historical voik is ever

really accurate or objective because this factor cannot be rwaoved have «

60
potent argument I according to tfalsh.

In fact, Hklsh considers it so potent that b» accepts it} he agrees

61
that histojfical thi.nlri.ng is always subjective. After agreeing to this

premise, Walsh re-adjusts his viev of the primary aim of the historian. It

is no losiger the primary aim of the historian to discover the truth about

the past for its own sakej historical writing, in the re-adjusted view, now

sersres a practical purpose. It fulfills the human need of civilized pec^le

"to form a picture of the past for the sake of their owa present activities";

for people "are curious about the past and wish to reconstruct it because

62
they hope to find their own aspirations and interests reflected there."

6*3

History, says Walsh, thus "illuminates not the past, but the present." All

history beoooes propaganda, except that some of this propaganda is written

with certain accepted procedures eoncezning evidence, and is therefore pro-

paganda cm a different level than propaganda written without benefit of these

64
aooepted historical procedures. The note which Walsh applies to the viev

that history is always written frcsa a subjective point of view is "the per-

65
speetive theoiy." The only alternative to this view, according to Valsh^,

is the development of "a single historical point of view^" Because this

66
night be impossible, historians must settle for the perfective theory.

]2M't PP» 100-108. Ibid , f pp. 109-111, Ibid.f p. 111. Ibid,

^^^iiii., p. 112. ^^iJjii., pp. 112-116. ^Ibid.
r pp. 117-118.
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SuBsnajy and In^licatlons of th« Ideas of Walsh

Uhaxeas ColHnguood and Butterfleld are quite clear about the existenoe

of the past, Walsh, as irfe have seen, explores certain veiy real epistociolo-

gical difficulties connected with a branch of intellectual inqvtiiy which

deals with a time period ^Moh is no longer existent. Nonetheless, he doea

•eo^t thfi prejolse that histoxy, as a discipline, is concezned with the past

and not with the present, or with the fucure.

As evidence for this statmaent, we ear; recall some of the following

a£fpeots of Walsh's discussion.

First, Walsh loade a fortunate distinci<ion between the two uses of the

word "histojy." The first use was that histozy was the "totalitgr of past

huoan actions." This was contrasted with the use of the word to denote the

written intezpretation of these past hvaaan actions. The important part of

this distinction for our purposes bare is that Walsh eiaphasized the tint

period in which those actions were done in which histozy is interested.

Or, we can note that Walsh pointed out that historians look to the

past, and tiy to construct what he calls a "significant" narrative of this

past. It is, indeed, the past which is being described) it is the past

out of iiMeh a significant narrative is constructed.

Third, Walsh points out that while history is no taore interested in

the past than is geolc^, nonetheless the historian is interested in the

past, albeit not in the entire tiioe span which could be called the past.

In fact, it might be pointed out that the geologist may be interested in a

more r^nota past than the historian.
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Foixrth, Walsh points out that even if tb» past does not ©xist, th«

historian would have to assvane it. Tha assumption of the ezlstanee of the

past, as a knovable tind, is an ijaporl^aut portion of his ^ynthasis betueen

tha oozTssponcenee mid oobsranoe theories of historici^ ]moufl«dg9} for oaoe

th» past is assuoed, than ve can base the coherent stozy upon this oBsmtp-

tion.

Finalji(jr, Walsh speaks of the lj)^>ortanoe of the past for the historian,

in that the ijast serves the present, axid we look back into the past in order

to see whetlier or not our Ideals and values are to be found there, and in

this va^, hlstoxy "illtaoinates not the past, but the present."

The iJBa{>ortaaee of this final point vhioh Vfalsh makes about the past and

histoxy is twofold* First, Walsh does aag- that the past is the area in which

the historian concentrates his efforts. His pxupose is to illuminate the

present, but he searches the past in order to do so.

Second, ve utuat note how radical}^ this idea of the function of history

differs from that which Buiterfield put forth. Butterfield would have said

that the notion that histoiy lllrmlnates the present after searching the past

is a perfect «2ainple of using the past to serve the present, as a perfect

eoESB^e of not recognizing that the past has its own integrity. The whig

historian, he would have said, was guilty of this very thing.

Collii)gwood ai^t have said that using the past to illuminate the pre-

sent staacked of prophecy, and if there was one thing that the historian

was not, it was a prophet. The historian was concerned with the past only
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for th* sak* of tbs past, for tbn sake of putting together a coherent

stozy about it, a ooberuit and true stoiy.

The eridenoe from his voik indicates that Walsh believes that the

historian is primarily interested in the past. But it may be asked: In

hou much of the past is the historian interested?

Uben discussing the distinction between histoxy and the natural s0i-

enees, Walsh admitted that the historian was interested in specifics, rather

than in indiocing general laws, or in generalities. Being interested in spe-

cifics wovild iii5)ly that the historian was interested in any and all of the

specifics, rather than in Just some of th«tt| indeed, the interest in the

accidental and the concrete was one of the marks of histoxy.

Second, Walsh pointed out that the historian is interested in natural

•vents as well as in htaaan actions, insofar as these natural events affected

human actions* Beoauae tbe possibilities of natural events influencing hu-

man events are practically infinite, Walsh would have to say that eveiything

that he^jpened in the pasti natural or. hiasan, would be of interest to the

historian.

Third, Walsh's ideas expand the interests which Collingwood sv^jposee

the historian to have in huaan beings of the past* While Collingwood sug-

gested that the historian interest himnelf in the thoughts and the thougjit-

oaused actions of people in the past, Walsh says that the historian should

be interested in Bwre than the thoughts of people in the past. Walsh says

that the feelings, the eaotions, the nervous reactions, aoy and all iji^julses,

reactions and deeds of past human beings are of interest to the historian.
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This gxeat3y broadens th« area of interest for historians.

Fourth, the idea of "colligation," of placing events in their rela-

tionship to other events, appears to demand a knowledge of all possible de-

tail, for how could coe laiow that one had correctly placed an event into a

relationship with other events, tinless thi^ were all known? I may t.hiny

that I have a Maningful idea of the size of a chicken egg after I hecT* coqh

paxed it to a xoltin's egg and an ostrich eggj but I would hare a still jnore

meaningful idea if I ootiqpared it to eggs intextnediate in size betweeo say

two of these eggs. Similarly, the more events and facts which I can discern

in and about the past, the more meaningful will any single event and fact

be, by the pxln ciple of colligation.

Finally, the notion that the coherence theory of truth is useful in

historical thinking would seem to in^jly that the more facts and events that

the historian knows, the more coherent will be any given fact. For co->

herenoe implies being coherent in relationship to other biown facts, and

unless one knows a great maiy facts (ideally all of them), one can never

really know whether or not any individual statement is coherent or incoherent.

It sMDus also, that the evidence from Walsh's work indicates that the

historian reads the past and tells his contemporaries what be got out of it.

The histoilan is charged by Walsh with giving a significant view of

past events. Exactly how the historian is to do this, what relationships

between events are considered significant and which are not, we are not told,

but assumedly "significant" means ln^ortant in the eyes of the contemporaries

or readers of the historian.
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Also, the historian is charged vith seeking out and presenting a nar-

ration vhioh has a taiity of plot or tbaue; a narration which possesses eo>

herence. Undoubtedly, the coherence and unity is for the benefit of those

to uhoQ the narration is related.

Walsh, then, also comes to the position, as did Collingwood and But-

terfield, that historians are conceivably concerned with eveiy detail of the

past, and that the historian "reads" these details and infonas his contem-

poraries what he has learned from this reading.



CHAPTER IV

PATiaCK GAKDIMER

The Ideas of Gardiner

Patrick Gardiner's The Mature of Historical ftmlwniit.lnn is, as its

title proinlsesi basioalljr an inquiry into vhat goes on vben the historian

purports to explain vby something happened, or did not happen, in the past.

Esplaimtion and eausations are topics of considerable interest to

eontemporaiy historical writers, such as Collingvrood, Butterfield, and

Walsh. One's decision to whether or not histozy is a type of science or an

autonotaous branch of knowledge rests i^xsn one's view of \&mt constitutes re>

putable explanation.

Ve have seen that Positivist School of historians adheres to the view

that the aini of the historian is to examine a large bo(^ of evidential events

and facts, and then atteit^)t to induce generalizations from this historical

evidence which will allow him to e^splain the facts which were eocamined, as

veil as other analogous, identical, or similar facts.

The axgUBw&ts of this school of historians has not been convincing,

however, to the writers vfaon we have so far examined. Gollingwood, Butter-

field and Walsh have been ODOOg those who believe that one of the reasons

wi^ histozy and science are different disciplines and branches of knowledge

is because the nethod of e^ilanation used in each is different. They said

that the historian is not looking for generalization in order to e^ain)

rather* he is interested in looking for specifics, for the accidental, for

48
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the eoncreta. Tber/ have said that the only va^r in vhioh the histozlan can

explain something is to bring in more and more specifics, whether those be

in the foim of thoughts of the past, as suggested by Collingwood, more facts

of any kind, as suggested by Butterfield, or in seeking to "colligate" ap«-

eifios among other specifics, as suggested by Walsh.

In his book, Gardiner, a Fellow of St. Anthony's College, Oxford, at-

tagqpts to ecxaalne what is involved in historical esplanation, and to see if

the difference between historical explanation and eiq^lanation fotxnd in

other fields works to the detriment of histojy, or Is indlginous and proper

for histoiy.

Gco'diner makes a distinction made also ly Valsh in his woxk. He points

out that we use the word histoiy in two ways; both as the word meaning "past

•vents, activities, thoughts, and so forth) " and also as the word meaning

the printed matter produced by hJ-storlans. The implication of such an «x-«

planation, the same implication which could be seen in Walsh, is that what

the historian produces in his writing can logically be entirely different

from past reality of events, activities and thoughts. Gardiner's exploration

of historical explanation is an examination of possible ways in which the

historian eould be sure of an identity betwMoa the content of his writings,

and the events of the past.

Gardiner examines explanation in science and evezyday life. His aim

is to show that lAat constitutes reputable explanation is sufficiein(^ for

Patrick Gardiner, Thff MaJJltW Qjf ffiSvQrAc^ SSPlaaavtftn (Londont Qoc-

ford, University Press, 1952), p. Ix.
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tht oooaslonj that Is, tbar* axe certain situations vhsre a giTtn tsplana-

tioa is quite satisfaotoxy, but vbfiz« imder otber oiroumstaiioes it would

not be as satisfaetozy. For axaaple, a pbysics professor might oooe hoM

from a fuU ds^ of teaching, and found that his front vindov had been shat~

tered, alloving the rain that bad fallen that day to enter the living roota

and ruin the furniture. If his wife explained that one of the neighboxhood

children had aooidently thrown a baseball through the vindov, the pliysioist

vould immediately understand the cause of the broken vindov, and accept this

sicplanation as satiafaotoiy. If, however, under calmer, more academic cir-

cumstances, the sane physics professor asked of his class vhy it was that

vindovs break tdien hard objects stxlke tbrnn, he vould no doubt expect his

ansver to be given in tezms of force, speed, mass, tension, immovable objects

and other similar textos. An explanation coiiched in texms of a "neighbor

2
child" vould no longer be satisfactozy.

Beea;ise there axe times vhen ve are satisfied vith imprecise, non-

scientific e3q)lanatiQns, the historian can thereby give tbna, be reputable

intellectually* at^d yet be unscientific in his explanation. For Gardiner

does indicate that histozy is not the same type of intellectual endeavor as

az« the natural sciences*

Gardiner proceeds by agreeing vith Walsh; he says that the philosopli^r

of histozy (apparently hy this tena he means vhat Walsh meant by the tezm

of the "critical philosophy of history") says that histozy is neither a

2
Ibid . f pp. 1-27, passim.
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oonpletely separate type of siibjeet matter, a subject natter iidiich bears no

relationship to any other kind, nor is it a type of science.

There are those, however, vho do daim that histozy is ooc^letely auto-

noioous. Gardiner says that those vho soy this given several reasons for doing

so.

The first is that the scientist is interested in inducing generaliza-

tions, making hypotheses, and making predictions based \;?)Qn his stut^y of the

evidence. The historian, however, is not interested in doing this? his in-

terest "is principally in finding out what happened and in descilbing what

3
happened in all its detail.*.."

Whereas the scientist is interested in being able to rise to higher

and hi^r levels of generality, and attaining great precision in his general-

ities, the historian is not. In fact, quite the opposite. Where the sciea-

tist is interested in paring away ajoy irrelevant factors, the historian is

eagerly interested in recording all of the factors j the more dissimilarity

he can find when co!q>aring situations, the better he likes it. The teznino-

logy which the historian uses seems to be adapted to the purpose of seeing

the dissimilar, the accidental, the unique, the concrete.

It may be said that when the historian claims to be autonomous, he

puts himself into a difficult epistomological position insofar as the sub-

ject matter of histoxy is concerned. For scientists can see and presently

obsersre the phenomena which they study, but historians cannot. What

^Ibid. . p. 5A' ^Ibid. . p. 60.



historians sttu^ is in the past, is avev and don« with, and not directly

observable*

Gardiner says, howefver, that this is not really a problem. For al-

though it is true that the object of historical stu^ is that which is no

longer present, there is evidence for the existence of the events of the

5
past, and it is this evidence which the historian studies.

Finally, Gardiner holds that there are those who would claim that just

as science has its causative factors, and scientists speak in teuas of one

event catising another, there are those who say that, for histoiy, thou^t is

the substitute for that which the scientist says are causes. In other words,

histoiy is a kind of science, and thought plays the role of cause.

Gardiner, however, sgys that causes as found in natural science are

not the saa» things as thoughts and plans which men have and which may moti-

vate their existence. Thou^^trts and plans "operate on a different sphere of

existenoei that is why it is muddling to say, for instance, that 'cause' for

an historian..." is an "invisible engine" 1g^ of thing. Gardiner rein-

forces the autonoicr of histoiy, for if there is any aspect of history which

ies«ables scienee, it is the notion that one event can cause another event,

or that what a man thinks motivates his actions. If, however, one of the

na<p ehaioeteristics of man, the fact that he does think, is not to be con-

sideied as a cause in the scientific sense, than histoiy does aj^ar inde-

pendent of science.

MiM't PP» 6>64. Siid»» P« 51.
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Gardin«r than goes speeificalJ^ to the topic of historical ftxplana-

tloCf and boglns bsy discussing the Positivist position which s^srs that the

historian sMks to explain by first collecting the facts, and than looking

n
for the causes which can oiqxLain these facts* Gardiner takes issue with

this position. He objects that it ii^xLies facts are somehow items which can

be stumbled upon. He ss^s facts are made, not discovered. But even if

facts are made, rather than discovered, th^ must not be falsehoods, according

to Gardiner. "Historical statements, if they are to count as 'historical*

9
must puiport to describe what actually happentedt This is a truism."

Gardiner reiterates that the histoilan is interested in the individual

10
erveut* Historians, in fact, cazmot be said to be usin^ general laws be-

cause in evezy incident they are interested in the unique aspects of that

Incident. If an historian is found, now and then, using generalizations

in his indtings, these generalizations are loose generalizations; they are

.te>]

13

12
not intended to be precise. They are definitely not meant to be scien-

tific.

Gardiner pointed out that e:q>lanation of events are as precise as thqr

have to be, and that a vaxying amount of precision will be necessazy depend-

ing tgpon the audlenee to whom the explanation is beln^ presented. He now

returns to that point in a slightly different manner, but basically the

reasoning is the same.

7 8 9 10
^Ibid. , p. 70. Uiid., p. 71. JSai^M P» so. Ibid . ^ pp. 32-83.

11 12 13
SsM*t PP« 89-90. Ibid.f p. 93. Ibid., p. 98.
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Gardiner ssqts that historioal e^lauatlons can be glv«n on maay

U
levels. He Deans its' this that vhen the historian speaks of oauses in

histoxy, his definition of "cause," and his readiness to accept soBiething

as a "cause," is dependant upon his interest in a particular question, in

the ZMUMtiB vloff he is interested, and the extent of his interest.

He Bight, for instance, using Gardiner's exatnple, explain the causes

of the First World War <xa. several levels. A newspaper journalist idght ex-

plain it b(7 referring to the assassination at Sarajevo. A political scien-

tist iiii^t explain it by resorting to a cdoparison of the gcvexnmental s^s^

tmut of the nations uhieh beeame involved* A diplctaatic historian might

apeak of the ^sten of alliances vhioh forced nations to battle when tbary

night not have done so otherwise. AH are answers to the question of "what

eaxi^d the First World War?" Each answer might be different, yet none of

then wrQI^g.

How does the historian decide upon which level to answer a particular

question, or give an explanation? The answer, s«ys Gardiner, depends \xpQa

16
his "standpoint." If the historian is writing diplotoatic histoiy, or an

eoonotoic hlstozy, or an artistic histozy or a mllitazy histozy, his standr-

point will determine the level upon which his explanations are given.

If the historian can write history at certain levels, and from certain

standpoints, and if a number of differing, yet still-correct versions can be

presented concerning any lnel<tent, depending upon the aspect being sought

out, when, or at what point, is the explanation of an event complete? How

aid,, pp. 105-106. '''^Ibid. ^
iljid., p. 109.
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jnaoy levels does any incident have? Do we get a si?)erior oveiuLl pictuie

b|y- oQtnbining all the versions ^ written on different levels frota different

stanc^oints?

Presumably, of course, since the historian is charged with investi-

gating specific events, there axe practically an infinite nujnber of speci-

fic events, and practically an infinite nvonber of levels of explanation.

The more levels of explanation which were offered for a particular incident,

the better; but the chances of ever giving all of thexa would be, no doiibt,

veiy slim.

Gardiner concludes with an aKamination of some other aspects of his-

torical explanation. He reviews the concept of thoughts as causes, or Col-

17
lingwood's argvawnt, and irejeots it. He states that motives, for exaoqple,

IB
are not causes; rather^ they are "instances," or general reasosis for action*

This is in line with his earlier rejection of thou^t as a cause analogous

to scientific causes* Criticizing the idealist position, he claims that ve

cannot know what is in another person's mind} we can only know what he tells

19
us in his mind. Whan we say that we ai» re-thinking or re-living another's

thou^ts, we only mean that we think that so-and-so thought such-and-such,

and the evidence at M»«^ bears out our thinking. We can aeev^r be sure; at

20
aiy rate, facts, and not intuition, are needed. We cannot become another

person, or really think his same thoughts; ira only think that we can, s^s
21

Gardiner.

17 18 W
Ibid., pp. 114^120, passim. Jhifl., pp. 124-125. ilzid., P. 128.

20 21
iiiid-, pp. 129-130. M^»f pp. 132-133*:.
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This criticisja of Collingwood agrees with the critioism of this po-

sition voiced by Walsh, and his distrust of intuition.

Gardiner does qualify his remaiks, however, ty admitting that it is

possible for us to imagine what another human being is thinking , and that

22
often, this is enough for historical puiposes.

luqjlieatioais of the Ideas of Gardiner

I&ioh of Gardiner is quite clear-cut Insofar as his ideas about the

proper object of historical stu^jr, the aaount of detail desired, and the role

of the historian are concexned* nonetheless, it is well to sm them vip here,

for ho differs from sojue of the bmbi previously discussed in sotoe of his con-

clusions, and agrees with same of them in others.

TiMHpe is no doubt that Gardiner believes that the past is the proper

tiJM period upon which to concentrate historical sttuf(y« He recognizes that

thBxe is a problem with the pastj that is, the past is gone, and with it, the

events that cooaposed the past. But Gardiner holds that as long as we hare

the evidence for events of the past, the events tbUBflelyes need not be pre-

sent.

Also, Gardiner's ideas about the autonony of histoiy in relatiwi to

science suggest the mount of detail he thinks is desirable in historical

explanation, and how much of the past he thinks is li!5)ortant.

It will be recalled that in his diseussioa he claimed that one of the

basic reasons for the camplete separation between histoid and science was

22
Ibid.

f pp. 135-136,
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that science looked for universals, for veiy generalized laws, whereas his-

toxy looked for the specific, the detailed, the etmorete, the accidental.

Specifics are therefore ioportant, the mental as well as the physical speci-

fics, although Gardiner did differ from Collingwood in his estimation of the

causative io^iortance of thoughts*

Finally, the historian is the transmitter of the detail of the past to

his contemporaries, but in a special sense, according to Gardiner. The his-

torian does not merely look to the past, note a profusion of details which

are there axtunt, and pass th«a on to his readers. On the contrary, there

are no facts eoctont} the historian creates them through skillful intezpretar-

tion of the evidence which is all that he has to work with. In seeing the

historian in this role, Gardiner en^jhasizes not the manner in which the his-

torian ou^t to tranaoit \diat he has leaned of the past, as did Collingwood,

Butterfield and Ualshj Gardiner emphasizes how the historian shall obtain

that which b» is to transmit* The transmission is a function of the level

vapoa which the stozy is being told.



CHAPTER 7

WILLIAM mm

The Ideeis of Drogr

Ullliam Dray, author of ^jmtfi m<l ^itelaflft^rl^P? ^" ffiatory, is currently

Asalstant Professor of Philosophy at the University of Toronto. He was foi^

nerJy a student at Oxford, and studied philosophy under Walsh.

2
As Gardiner, vdiose work stimulated and caused his ovna. Dray is intexv-

ested in the problem of historical explanation, and of the relationship be-

tween historical and scientific explanation.

V9 harm seen that in the opinion of the man vham we have previously

discussed it was generally agreed that there is a real difference in the aim

of the scientist and the historian. The scientist atteB5>ta to generalise,

to utilize the evidence before him in oi^r to induce general laws which ap-

ply to all cases involving similar evidence, and which are of value in tta*

process of predicting beeanee of their general application. The scientist

wants to be able to say that whenever "A" occurs, then "B" will follow...

evejy single time without exTOption, unless the nature of "A" is changed ao

that it beeaoes "not-^." In order to induce a general law of this kind,

tfai scientist vill view large amounts of evidence, or the same evidence over

and (yvBT again, so that there is no doubt that in a countless number of

eases, all of uhich can be repeated by anyone who wishes to check, that the

-''Gardiner, Theories of History, p. 4-02.

William Dray. ^rfBffi an^ fiM^^mation in History (Londoni Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 1957), "prefaoe."
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•vent described ty the scientist in his genearal law has always occurred

and, with a great deal of probability, will always occur.

As was shown in Qordiner's discussion, the precision of these genezor-

lities becotoes veiy great, and for the scientist, such a precise and gen-

eralized explanation is the only '^rpe which gives a reputable explanation

from a scientific point of view* He raa^, however, be satisfied with less

frcm a non-scientific point of view.

The historian, however, again according to the Collingwood school,

seaas to have an entirely different aim. His aim is not to generaliae, but

to make q)ecific; not to induce laws, but to note and record and interpret

the eonorete, and the accidental. He is alive to the diffe3:«noes in the

eituation, to the distinctions between that which occurred at a tioe prior

to the present. Vfhen he has dellniated differences and distinctions, his

explanation, he feels, has been made.

DrEQT indicates that this difference in explanatory methods is satis-

factory to those -vSio, tautilogically, agree with it* But a problem arises

when one says, "because both of those methods of explanation are opposite

in technique, they cannot both be right. Both may be wrong, or one may be

right and the other wrong, but they cannot both be rl^t." Because science

is apparently successful and seemingly able to both explain and control the

phenopena which it explains, obviously the scientific method of emanation,

involving the xise of general laws is the correct method. The method used

to "explain" in histoiy is real3y not an explanatory method at all. If
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histoiy ever wishes to be able to say that it, too, can offer reputable and

intellectually satisfying explanations, then it must adopt the method of

scientific explanation, and induce generalized laws from its data.

It is this assertion, that histoiy ought to adopt the ej^ilanatoiy

methods of science, that Dray explores in his work.

Dray calls the general lav, lAose use is considered as the on3y me-

thod of reputable explanation l^ some, the "covering law." The theoiy that

only general lavs can be used to ascplain satij^faetorily is called the "cover-

ing law theoiy." As DrsQr says in his statwaent of the model of the covering

law: "...what the 'covering law' theoiy maintains is that explanation is

achieved, and only achieved, by subsuming what is to be explained under a

3
gg^gi^lJLajj."

A general law only means that it is a law which generlizes for eveiy

oase which is exactly the same. Its level of generalization is relative.

Pbr exan^jle, the scientist can note that he will get water eveiy time

he mixes hydrogen and oxygan in a certain ratio. But this general law ap-

plies only to the creation of water; it has nothing, for example, to do with

the action of, say, another liquid. There are, hov;ever, generalisationa

which presumably have higher levels of generalization than the one about

the creation of water, generalizations which include not only water but al-

so, sey, any liquid, a generalization which holds that the molecules of ax^y

3
j[yj^. , p. 1. The teim "covering law" originated with Hefpel.



liquid tend to mov* more rapidly as the beat which is C5)plied to the li-

quid inereases.

For histoiy, and the application of the general law to its eKplarta-

tiocs, this distinction between the levels of generalization is iraportant.

For historian who do appXsr the covering, or general, law to historical eoo-

planatioa asre -well aware that histoiy presents special problems along these

lines*

For exaBgxLe, let us assuoe that one were to explain the crossing of

the Rubicon by Caesar. The covering law theorist would say that it could be

eocplalned by ssgring that "anytime a Booan legislature did such-and-such, a

Bcnan general would do suoh-and-such, given an Identity of circumstances."

Such a covering law has a relatively low level of generalityj it covers eases

in which only Eoman legislatures and Booan oilitaiy leaders named "Caesar"

axe involved. Because of the low level of gejaeraliter, and the relatively

M^ level of specificity involved in such a oaae> th« use of a covering law

igppears absurd and useless*

In order to justify the use of a covering law, liirough which ecsplanar-

tions aie said to be reputable, the covering law theorist s<M!»tiiiies looeens

the connection between the law which is used to esqxLain, and the case which

is being eoqxLained. He jnight say, "to be sure, it does not always apply,

but in most oases involving Roman legislatures and Eoman militaiy leaders,

such-and-such will h^pen if the legislature does such-and-siaoh.

"

But as Dray points out, the effort to appear less useless only makes
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manifest the dllwoa of ths covering law theorist in histoxy. If hM ap-

plies the law tightly to eveiy specific historical action, then the level

of generality is so low that the utility of a law is far from dear. If he

loosens the law to allov the lav to appear more gaeittral, then the lav does

4
not necessarily a^ly to the specific case in question.

This ft^i gjw"^ is a result of the purpose of histoiy and the aim of the

historian, according to Dray. "Histoiy... seeks to describe and explain vhat

5
aotually happened in all its concrete detail." The historian is interested

in that vhich is concrete, vhich is different, iMch may have haffpWMd. in

the way it did once, and only once, and perhaps could never happen again.

The covering law theorist, however, might object and say that the his-

torian only believes he is looking only for specifics, but in reality, he is

constantly classifying and coo5)aring these classifications of data. For eoc-

aople, the historian uses the term "Eevolution" and applies this same team

to a number of events \duch occurred at a different time, but which the co-

vering law theorist could claim had a mnber of chairacteristics in common.

The historian speaks of the French Revolution, and other revolutions. He

similarly speaks of the Noioan Invasion, the NoimandT' Invasion and other in-

vasions. Surely, the revolutions or invasions noted above must hare had

soMthing in conanon, otherwise the term "revolution" or "invasion" is com-

pletely meaningless. If thi^ had something in coBiDOn, then generalities can

be pxoclaimed about them.

^Ibid .
f pp. 31-32. ^Sli^., p. 4.5.



Drscr, howevor, says that this ai^ument is deceiving. To be sure,

historiaas do classify, and admit that there are eomnon elements in all oc-

currences of revolution, as there are comaon ooeurirences in the notion of

invasion. But the historian is not at all interested in these eonjnon

^tuuRMrfeeristies. On the eontrazy, he is interested, for ecsaiqxLe, in the

specifics of the Fz«neh Devolution, in its concrete differences froex other

6
revolutions, in those things and events -vriiich nade ii what ii was. Though

both th9 French and En^ish Revolutions may have involved kings, only the

French Bevolution had Loviis XVI j only the aiglish Revolution had Charles II,

Dray holds that instead of lows, the historian uses judgoent to ex-

7
plain. That is, the historian ssqts, in effect* The reason why a certain

event happened or failed to h£^pen is because of thi following reason, a

reason dictated not hy any general law, but dictated by n^r azperLence and

judgpieat idiich has been developed through working with isaQy historical sit-

uations, and a great nany historical facts.

Such an explanation, of course, would not be aMCptable to the physi-

cist who was trying to explain light waves. He would not aasr that light varee

act in such-and-such a way because I ^udge that they doj they act in suoh-

and-suoh a ifay because of the general law which covers such phencBMnuu

Dray points out, however, that the e^lanation which the historian gives

is a pragmatic eoqxLanation. Dray loeans by this what Gardiner meant when he

spoke about explanati(»s which were good enou^ given certain circumstances.

For Dray goes on to say that the historian seeks, by explanation, to make

6 7 8
Ibid .

J p. 47* tbid.r p. ^1. ^^., p. 73*



something ol*ar, rather than to control or prsdlot 1^ his explanation, as

9
the scientist does.

Dregr sa^rs that there axe three vsya of explaining the causal relation-

ship. The first is by proving that a certain event must be present before

the second event occurs. This is the kind of proving that goes on in a 1&-

boratoxy, where there are certain controls applied to the experiment, controls

vhieh can add and rsmove conditions to show which are crucial, and which axe

nonessential to the causation of one event by another.

The second way of showing a causal relationship is hy showing that B

follows A and general theozy C covers the entire process. This is the Be-

thod of fozsaal logic, or covering law theoiy} and the general law which co-

vers this exaxqple of causation is often reached on the basis of the work done

in the first example, the example of labosratoxy woxk.

The third way of showing a causal relationship is that which exaalnes

all of the conditions of a caused event, and which, utilizing the Judgment of

the observer, declares that of all the conditions surrounding the caused

•vent, one or more of tbea could not have been absent if the caused event

weze to occur. That is, certain conditions were of sufficient necessity and

inqportance that their absence would have modified or prevented the occur-

10
renee of the caused event. There are no laboratozy experiments here, no

formal covering laws} only the Judgment of the observer which says, "I think

conditions A, B and C were essential to the occurrence of the caused event."

9 10
Ibid,

f pp. 75-78. Ibid . , pp. 105-106.
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Becaoiae th» historian depends \xpon an examination of conditions, and

« judgment that certain conditions were essential In the causing of an event,

he is forced to make clear what conditions presented themselves for his

jud^ent in order to justify his decision to those who read his work. Hence,

the x«ader must know the conditions which confronted the histoilan so that

11
the judgment can be made. on the historian*

DrEQT points out that there are those who claim that because the histoid

ian has to displfiy all of the conditions of a past event, if he is to show

its cause, then there is no real need to pick out one or two and designate

that "these were those which were crucial; the others were not*" Those who

nake this objection acQr that when we do pick out certain essential caxisar-

tive conditions, we are allowing the "practical" to enter into the world of

the "historical," and it does not belong there* He seys, hmnvr, that fail-

ure to pick out certain conditions as essential to the causing of other con-

ditions and events is the same thing as writing hlstoiy "from no point of

12
view whatever," and he doesn't believe that this can be done*

laplieations of the Ideeis of Dragr

How does Dray feel about the amount of past detail in which the his-

torian should be interested?

Concerning this point. Dray clearly joins all those who hold that the

historian must be interested in each and eveiy one of the details of the past,

to the exclusion of none*

^"^M^'t PP« 11>1M. ^^il2id.» p. IH.
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It will b« i«oall»d that Dray b»li«v»d th» historian us«d not coiv«x«-

tng laws to •Qcplaln, but used his jud^^wnt as an historian. In order to

justify that judgia»nt, bcfw«7er, to his readers, the historian must first

place before them all of the conditions and facts of the event in question.

After doing so, hs is then able to match his judgment against any and all

others wh© would examine the sane set of conditions with en ^ye toward ex-

planation} ooly after doing so could be consider that he had done all possi-

ble to Justify his judgtoent, for a reasonable judgment could be made only

after an exaaination of all circumstances. No details are uniir?)ortant, for

all are needed to make and justify historical judgment.

But after such judgment is made, some details becooe less important

than others. The whole pxirpose of maMng a judgment, for Dray, is to explain

wlby a certain event did or did not occur. Certain facts axe more important,

more significant than others, says Dray; only the historian who writes from

no viewpoint would ssor otherwise, and to write fr«n no viewpoint is impos-

sible, he claiBB. ParadoacioaHy, however, it is necessary to know all of

the details of the past before one can make a decision claiming that only

toBM of all of the details are important.

On the role of the historian in "explaining the past," Dray holds that

the historian views all of the details of the past, both the piysieal and

tht BKxtal, notes them, then decides which are important and relates his

judgeent to his readers. He must not stop at aay step in the process, says

DrEQT} he has not done his job when he has merely noted all of the facts

without using his jud0MBt«



CONCLUSION

Based i;>on the evldanoe in this thesis, it seems dear that i]q}li-

eitly or e3q>lioitljr, the meDbers of the ColUugwood school suggest that

conceivably, the historian is ooncemed with everything that happened in

the past, and that his task is to study this past and present an intelli-

gible explanation and narration of it to his eontMqporaries. In leading

to this conclusion the five writers studied took different paths, and

suggested different methods, but, that is the is^lioation which each of

their wozks oontalned.

Though the historian is conceivably eoncezned with evezy specific

event and fact of the past, the five writers studied ijgapose emrtaln res-

trictions v^n that which they conceive should be his prlmazy interest.

Collingwood, for example, would limit the historian to the rational thought

which motivated himan action of the past} while yet admitting that natural

•vents could sofiwtiaes affect these rational thoughts. Buttezfield advises

the historian to seek after the entire historical "process," holding that

while all of the past is re^>onsible for all of the present, the historian

will have to produce a coherent and undistorted version of this past which

at best will be a suggestion of the whole past. Walsh suggests that the

historian will be forced to exercise subjective Judgment, in the absence of

objective criteria for selection from the facts of the past. Gardiner re-

cognized the necessity to eoncentiate only upon certain levels or strata of

an event in the past. Drsy said that the historian's judgment iras his only

trustworthy ally in his confrontation with the pastj a judgment which wotild

67
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construe some of tbs past as significant for the consideration of the pa3>

tloular case at hand vqpon vhloh the historian was working, and other parts

of the past as insignificant.

The purpose of the suggested techniques and criteria for selection of

certain parts of the pa^t Sxtm. among the entire past (all of vhioh. were

conceivably iiaportant), was to provide the historian with those technique

and criteria which wotild allow ^^m to select those parts of the past enabl-

ing him to provide his oontempo3?aries with an intelligible explanation of

the past*

£aoh of the irnriters considered provided a different view of iidaat con-

stituted an intelligible, sufficient, and reputable historical explanation.

Collingwood said a re-creation of past thoughts was necessaiyj Butterfield

said a consideration of the historical "process" with an avoidance of ovep-

siinplificationj Walsh stressed that historical explanation depends upon the

ability of the historian to exercise judgment combined with a respect for

the givesi evidence; Gardiner holds that historical explanation can never be

complete; that at best an explanation will show only one facet of a total

situation vdiioh occurred in the past; and Dray holds that explanation de-

pends not upon the dlsoexniDent and utilization of laws which could "cover"

an historical situation, but upon the utilization of the judgment of the

historian.
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ISvxy tlDe an historian vritas for othsrs to r«ad, h» iaqplioitly or

•xplioitly infDims his readers about the period of tloe in which he is in-

terested, the details of that period whieh be considers significant, and

what be eonoeives the fxmotion of the historian to be.

The Collingwood school of historiogngjhers, a groxip of five men who

are associated either as students, as teachers, or as influences t^xsn each

other, put forth notions which have significant ia^jlications for the stut^

of the problems of the ftmctions of the historian and his area of interest*

The thesis of this woxic is that these five neo, Bobin Collingwood, Hexi>ert

Butterfield, William Walsh, Patrick Gardiner, and William Dray, imply that

the historian is eoneezned with the past, all of which is conceivably im-

portant, and a subject of concern to the historian who, after stuclyi*^ "tW-S

past, explains what happened therein in a manner that is intelligible to

his oontei^Kales.

Bobin Collingwood sees the past as the area of interest for the his-

torian, and is eoneezned with stressing that histozy is "a kind of research

or inquizy" i^ch is brought to bear xspan the "actions of human beings that

have been done in the past." Specifically, Collingwood is interested in the

rational thought which motivated these actions, and states that the histor-

ian must re-think and thereby re-oreate these thoughts of the past in his

own mind. For Collingwood, the only way in which the histoirian is able to

explain the past is through an understanding of the rational motivations of

past human actions.

Herbert Butterfield sees all of the past as responsible for all of

the present. He speaks of the entire historical "process" which is the past.



Confronted with this antlro past, tb« historian must aeotpt it as it is|

moral jtidgiaants oannot c»itar into his vork. Nor is this past to be viewed

aa a draoa consisting of "heroes" and "villains" who axe responsible for

the institutions and concepts of the present of vhieh the historian is in

favor or to which he loasr be opposed. Rather, the historian is to see that

no event of the past existed in a vacuum, that it was influenced by other

events* In the face of this co&^lexity, the historian who would explain

the past to his oontenqporeries mvist nerel^r suggest the whole of the past,

for hi is unable to portrs^ it completely,

Villiam Walsh also sees the coo^lexity and cross-currents of influ-

ence if^eh eoinprise the past in which the historian is interested. The his-

torian can use the can^tlezity of the past for his own advantage in explanar>

tlon, sgys Walsh. He suggests that historical explanation is best aoeossp-

lished with the process of "colligation.'* ^ this he means that acgr eireat

or specific occurrence of the past has a meaning only when it is oo^Mxed to

other events an.d occurrences. The fuller the context into which an event is

placed, the ooze ve can know about it, and hence, the more precise will be

oizr historical ezplanation. Along these lines, Walsh is also rea^ to admit

that in the last analysis, the writing of history is a subjective affalrj

that the historian must rely upon his own judgment In emanation,

Patrick Gardiner is similarly reac^ to recognlz» the complexity of the

paat and its relationship to historical explanation. For Gardizier, the past

can be seen correctly from a number of different vantage points. For mcBsaplBf

one can see a involution frco the political vantage point, or the milltaiy



vantage point, or the eoonomle vantage point. That is, Gardiner holds that

the historian oan e:q)lain the French Revolution to a grovp of political

scientists, a gxmQ> of inilitaiy leaders, and a grol^> of eeonomists, and

possibly tell three qtiite different, but ooirect, stories. Furthexnore,

each of the stories told oan vaxy in profundil^ of ei^lanation. Gardiner

believes that a subjective "standpoint" is required for a reputable histox^

ioal e:2q)lanatiQn.

Villian Drsgr asserbs that the eos^exity of the past will not yield

to easy organization and convetnient classification. He rejects the idea

that a law or lavs oan be uaed to explain the relationship between events

and occurrences* On the contrary. Drey holds that the historian uses only

his judgnent to see the relationship, if any, between aspects of the past,

or aspects of the past and present. Far fvosa. seeking to classify in order

to explain, the historian must seek to differentiate. For Drey, the con-

crete and the aeeidental is of etxplanatoxy value*


